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Theory of Partitioning
This system provides the ability to arm and disarm up
to 8 different areas, as if each had its own control.
These areas are called partitions. A Partitioned
system allows the user to disarm certain areas while
leaving other areas armed, or to limit access to certain
areas to specific individuals. Each system user can be
assigned to operate any or all partitions, and can be
given a different authority level in each.
Before anything can be assigned to those partitions,
you must first determine how many partitions (1-8)
are required. Following are some facts you need to
know about partitioning.

Keypads
Each keypad must be given a unique "address" and be
assigned to one partition. It can also be assigned to
Partition 9 if Master keypad operation is desired. (See
“Master Keypad Setup and Operation” later in this
section.)

Zones
Each zone must be assigned to one partition. The zones
assigned to a partition will be displayed on that
partition's keypad(s).

Users
Each user may be given access to one or more
partitions. If a user is to operate more than one
partition and would like to arm/disarm all or some of
those partitions with a single command, the user must
be enabled for Global Arming for those partitions
(when entering user codes).
A user with access to more than one partition
(multiple access) can "log on" to one partition from
another partition's keypad, provided that program
field 2*18: Enable GOTO is enabled for each partition
he/she wants to log on to from another.
A partition can be selected as a "common lobby"
partition, and other partitions can affect this partition
by causing arming/disarming of this partition to be
automated (see “Common Lobby Logic” later in this
section).

Setting-Up a Partitioned System
The basic steps to setting up a partitioned system are
described below. If you need more information on how
to program the options, see SECTION 4:
Programming.
1.

Determine how many partitions the system will
consist of (programmed in field 2*00).

2.

Assign keypads to partitions (Device Programming
in the #93 Menu Mode).

3.

Assign zones to partitions (Zone Programming in
the #93 Menu Mode).

4.

Confirm zones are displayed at the keypad(s)
assigned to those partitions.

5.

Assign users to partitions.

6.

Enable the GOTO feature (program field 2*18) for
each partition a multiple-access user can log on to
(alpha keypad only).

7.

Program partition-specific fields (see the Data
Field Descriptions section).

Common Lobby Logic
When an installation consists of a partition shared by
users of other partitions in a building, that shared
partition may be assigned as the "common lobby"
partition for the system (program field 1*17). An
example of this might be in a medical building where
there are two doctors’ offices and a common entrance
area (see example that follows explanation).

The Common Lobby feature employs logic for
automatic arming and disarming of the common lobby.
Two programming fields determine the way the
common lobby will react relative to the status of other
partitions. They are: 1*18 Affects Lobby and 1*19
Arms Lobby.
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1*18
Affects Lobby (must be programmed by
partition)
Setting this field to 1 for a specific partition causes
that partition to affect the operation of the common
lobby as follows:
a.

When the first partition that affects the lobby is
disarmed, the lobby is automatically disarmed.

b.

The common lobby cannot be armed unless every
partition selected to affect the lobby is armed.

Example
Here is an example of how the lobby would react in a
typical setup.

OFFICE 1

OFFICE 2

1*19
Arms Lobby (must be programmed by
partition)
Setting this field to 1 for a specific partition causes
that partition to affect the operation of the common
lobby as follows:
a.
b.

COMMON LOBBY

The common lobby cannot be armed unless every
partition selected to affect the lobby is armed.
Arming a partition that is programmed to arm the
lobby causes the system to automatically attempt
to arm the lobby. If any faults exist in the lobby
partition, or if another partition that affects the
lobby is disarmed, the lobby cannot be armed, and
the message "UNABLE TO ARM LOBBY
PARTITION" is displayed.
You cannot select a partition to "arm" the lobby
unless it has first been selected to "affect" the
lobby. Do not enable field 1*19 without enabling
field 1*18.

The following chart sums up how the common lobby
partition will operate.
1*18
Affects
Lobby

1*19
Arms
Lobby

Disarms
when
partition
disarms?

Attempts
to arm
when
partition
arms?

Can be armed if
other partitions
disarmed?

0

0

NO

NO

YES

1

0

YES

NO

NO

1

1

YES

YES

NO

0

1

---ENTRY NOT ALLOWED---

*Entry Tones and Alarms on Lobby zones will only Sound/display
on keypads assigned to the Lobby.
*When Lobby Arms/Disarms it Reports/Logs under
the user that initiated the Lobby Logic.

MAIN ENTRANCE
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User #1 has access to Office #1 and the Common
Lobby.
User #2 has access to Office #2 and the Common
Lobby.
Office #1 is set up to affect the Common Lobby, but not
arm it.
Office #2 is set up to affect and arm the Common
Lobby.
NOTE: In the tables below, the notations in
parentheses ( ) indicate the current status of the other
partition when the user takes action.
Sequence #1:
Office 1

Office 2

Lobby Action

User #1:

Disarms

(Armed)

Disarms

User #2:

(Disarmed)

Disarms

No Change

User #1:

Arms

(Disarmed)

No change

User #2:

(Armed)

Arms

Arms

Office 1

Office 2

Lobby Action

User #2:

(Armed)

Disarms

Disarms

User #1:

Disarms

(Disarmed)

(No change)

User #2:

(Disarmed)

Arms

No Change

User #1:

Arms

(Armed)

No Change

Sequence #2:

Notice that in sequence #1, because Office #2 was the
last to arm, the lobby also armed (Office #2 is
programmed to affect and arm the lobby). In sequence
#2, the lobby could not arm when Office #2 armed,
because Office #1, which affects the lobby, was still
disarmed.
When Office #1 armed, the lobby still did not arm
because Office #1 was not programmed to arm the
lobby. User #1 would have to arm the lobby manually.
Therefore, you would want to program a partition to
affect and arm the lobby if the users of that partition
are expected to be the last to leave the building.
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Section 3 - Installing the Control
How User Access Codes Affect the Common Lobby
Codes with Global Arming
If a code is given "global arming" when it is defined
(see SECTION 9: User Access Codes), the keypad
prompts the user to select the partitions they want to
arm. Only the partitions the user has access to are
displayed. This allows the user to choose the
partitions to be armed or disarmed, and so eliminates
the "automatic" operation of the lobby. Keep in mind,
however, that if a user attempts to arm all, and
another "affecting" partition is disarmed, the user
cannot arm the lobby, and the message "UNABLE TO
ARM LOBBY PARTITION" is displayed.
Codes with Non-Global Arming
If a user arms with a non-global code, the lobby
partition operation is automatic, as described by fields
1*18 and 1*19.
Other Methods of Arming/Disarming
Common Lobby logic remains active when arming or
disarming a partition that affects and/or arms the
common lobby in one of the following manners:
•

Quick-Arm

•

Keyswitch

•

Wireless Button

•

Wireless Keypad

Arming/Disarming Remotely
If a user arms or disarms remotely (through Compass
downloading software), the lobby does not
automatically follow another partition that is
programmed to arm or disarm the lobby. The lobby
must be armed separately, after arming all affecting
partitions first.
Auto-Arming/Disarming
If scheduling is used to automatically arm and/or
disarm partitions, the common lobby partition does not
automatically follow another partition that is
programmed to arm or disarm the lobby.
The lobby must be included as a partition to be
armed/disarmed and must be scheduled as the last
partition armed.
If you are using auto-arming, make sure that
the Auto-Arm Delay and Auto-Arm Warning
periods, for the lobby partition, (fields 2*05 and
2*06) combined are longer than that of any
other partition that affects the lobby. This
causes the lobby to arm last.

Master Keypad Setup and Operation
Although this system has eight actual partitions, it
provides an extra partition strictly for the purpose of
assigning keypads as Master keypads for the system.
Assigning any keypad to Partition 9 in Device
Programming in the #93 Menu Mode makes that
keypad a Master keypad. A Master keypad reflects
the status of the entire system (Partitions 1-8) on its
display at one time. This is useful because it
eliminates the need for a building security officer to
have to log on to various partitions from one partition's
keypad to find out where an alarm has occurred.
The following is a typical display:

Also, in order for a user of any partition to log on to
Partition 9 to view the status of all partitions, that
user must have access to all partitions. Otherwise,
access is denied.
The following is displayed for a fault condition on Zone
2 (Loading Dock Window) on Partition 1 (Warehouse)
when a user logs on from a keypad on Partition 9:
WHSE DISARMED
HIT ✴ FOR FAULTS
Pressing [✴] causes the following display to appear at
Partition 1's keypad(s):
FAULT 002 LOADING

SYSTEM 12345678

DOCK WINDOW

STATUS RRNNA ✴B
Possible status indications include:
A = Armed Away

S = Armed Stay

M = Armed Maximum

C = Comm Fail

I = Armed Instant

R = Ready

N = Not Ready

B = Bypassed/Ready ✴ = Alarm

T = Trouble

F = Fire Alarm

P = AC Power Failure

L = Low System Battery

To obtain more information regarding a particular
partition, enter [✴] + Partition No. (e.g., [✴] + [4]).
This allows viewing only of that partition. In order to
affect that partition, the user must use a code that has
access to that partition.

Additional zone faults are displayed one at a time. To
display a new partition's status, press [✴] + Partition
No.
The Armed LED on a Master keypad is lit only if all
partitions have been armed successfully. The Ready
LED is lit only if all partitions are "ready to arm."
Neither LED is lit if only some partitions are armed
and/or only some partitions are ready.
Press [✴] + [0] or [✴] + [9] to return to the master
partition. Otherwise, if no keys are pressed for 2
minutes, the system automatically returns to the
master partition
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